Wc give a complete clas8ification of Lie Algebras whose lattice of ideals has the Iength~2.
The classiflcation problem is ene of the major problema in the theory of finite dimensional Lie algebras over an algebraically closed fleld of zere charactcristic. Levi's theerem and clasaificatien of Cartan-Killing of semisimple Lie algebras reduce this problem te classification of the solvable Lie algebras. The study of solvable Lie algebras generally can be reduce te study of nilpetent Lie algebras. In spite of the develeped study of nilpotent Lic algebras over the last years the classiflcatien problem is stiLl open; we enly have the classification of nilpotent Lic algebras in dimension < 7 [1] . Here we consider a different. apprearh te the cías-sification preblem: clasaification of the Lie algebras in which the lattice of ideals has certain properties. This approach has been considered by Benito [2] , [3] . In this paper we develope this study; in particular we ebtain a complete clasaification of Lie algebras whose lattice of ideala has the length = 2. This paper is inspired by papers of Benito and by paper [7] . 1 thank Prefesser Khadjiev for his censtructive suggestien. 1 thank alsa Prefesser Ayupov for the directien of this work; his suggestions and enceuragements have been most helpful.
In this paper we only consider finite-dimensional Lie algebras over a fleid of complex numbers.
Lattice of ideals of a Lie algebra
A ¡atilce is a partially ordered set in which any two elements have a least upper bound and a greatest lower bound. A finite lattice may be representing by a diagram. One obtains such a diagram by representing the elements of the lattice by small circles(or dots); if a >-b and no e exista such that a >-e >-b than wc place the circle for a aboye that for b and we connecte these circíes by a line. Then x >-y if and only if there is a descending broken line connecting x te y.
Let g be a Lic algebra and L(g) be the set of ideats of g with ¡E >-J defined te mean that ideal i is a subset of ideal ¡ and ¡~i. Any two elements ¡ and J of L(g) have a lcast upper beund <1 u J> (thc ideal generated by fui ) and greatest lewer bound ¡ni. The ebtained Iattice 18 called lattice of ideals of the Lic algebra g. As g is a finite dimensional Lic algebra, any descending chain of elementa of L(g) is finite. Let be a maximal descending chain connecting g and {0}. The number of intervais in this chain, which is uniquely determined by g is called the lengith of Iattice L(g).
It 18 very interesting te study the relations between a Lic algebra g and its lattice of ideala L(g). In the papers [2] and [3] dic structure of the Lic algebras in which the lattice of ideals is a chain is studied. In this paper we consider the problem of classification of the Lic algebras with a lew Jength.
Solvable Lie algebras with a lattice of ideals of length <2.
Let g be a solvable Lic algebra (g != 0) and let
e its derived serie of ideals defined by
We suppose that D~'g != 0. Ihen, the length of lattice of ideals of Proof. Suppose dim g = 3. Following three cases are possibte:
In the flrst case the subspace <2<> + D'g is an ideal of g for any nen-zero etement X of D0g \ D'g and we have 1(g) = 3-
In the second case we consider a nen-zero element 2< in D1>g \ D'g. As Mg is an ideal of g , adX is a linear operator in Mg. Let y 6 D'g be an eigenvector of adX. The subspace generated by y is an ideal of g and we have 1(g) > 3.
In the case (3) any subspace of gis an ideal of g and we have 1(g) = 3. where s is a semisimple Lie algebra and ,' la the radical of g (that is maxímal solvable ideal of g). 
